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Abstract. The technical challenges for the limited area model Aladin
are various: Aladin is the French operational mesoscale model, run on the
Météo-France VPP-700E on 4 processors twice a day. Also, the model is
used in operational or pre-operational mode in several European coun-
tries, plus Morocco, and therefore the model has to be portable and
computationally efficient on several platforms. In the presentation, the
general choices for the porting of Aladin in a parallel environment will
be discussed, with an emphasis to Aladin-specific aspects, the general
choices being closely related to those of Arpège. Finally, the question of
applications to workstation clusters will be addressed.

1 Introduction

The numerical weather prediction model Aladin is the current operational meso-
scale model at Météo-France. It is the result of a fruitful international coopera-
tion started in 1991. Presently, 13 countries are involved in the project. Aladin
is built on the basis of the Arpège-IFS libraries (the global model commonly de-
velopped by Météo-France and the European Center for Medium-range Weather
Forecasts, ECMWF). As a consequence, the technical choices for Aladin often
derive directly from Arpège-IFS.

Presently, Aladin runs in 3 operational configurations at Météo-France:
creation of domain specific climatological data (mono-processor only), interpo-
lation of model fields between two different domains (spherical to plane or plane
to plane geometry), forecast mode (hydrostatic, semi-lagrangian two-time level,
Staniforth and Côté, 1991[11], with a boundary relaxation towards the global
model solution).

Besides these operational tools, a number of development configurations
have to be maintained: non-hydrostatic version (Bubnova et al, 1995[4]), sensi-
tivity computations, 3D-VAR.
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Fig. 1. Limited area domains of those Aladin models
which are immediatly coupled with Météo-France
originating data

Portability of the code is a major issue in Aladin. Indeed, our partners run
the model operationally on a wide panel of machines: NEC-SX4 vector computer
(3 procs), SGI-Origin (6 procs in Hungary), SUN, HP, DEC workstations, Cray
J90 computers (12 procs in Belgium). For the time being, Météo-France is the
only center which operates in a distributed memory, multi-processor environ-
ment. On the NEC-SX4, the model runs on 2 processors in multitask mode. In
Bruxelles and Casablanca, Aladin runs with Cray multitask facilities. Hungary
plans to install the distributed memory, message passing version of Aladin on
its SGI computer.

Furthermore, a cascade of nested, coupled (pre-)operational models does
now exist, such as Arpège → Aladin-France → Aladin-Belgium or Arpège →
Aladin-LACE → Aladin-country (in the latter, the Limited Area Central Eu-
ropean Aladin run in the Prague computing center on a NEC-SX4 provides
boundary conditions for the national central european versions, twice a day).
Therefore, there is a strong need for efficiency driven by scheduling constraints
and the delivery of the coupling data in the national numerical prediction cen-
ters. Figure 1 shows those model applications and domains which are coupled
immediatly with Toulouse forecast data (either Arpège or Aladin-France).
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Fig. 2. Overview of the main computational steps
in distributed memory. This picture is valid both
for forecast mode and for geometrical interpolations
(grid projections).

2 Parallel Aladin

The set of operational models and configurations of Arpège and Aladin have
been ported to the distributed memory environment at Météo-France (CNRM-
GMAP and SCEM-TTI, see Estrade and Birman, 1994[7], Radi and Estrade,
1995[9]) following the first developments for Arpège-IFS at ECMWF (see Dent,
1992[6], Barros et al, 1994[1]). The global model Arpège uses the spectral method
with a succession of Fourier and Legendre transforms to switch between the
gridpoint collocation grid (where the physical parametrizations are applied and
semi-lagrangian trajectories are estimated) and the spherical harmonic space
(which is the space where semi-implicit corrections are performed, for example).
These general settings are kept in Aladin. One main difference arises from the
impact of the limited area constraint: the spectral space is spanned by a bi-
Fourier basis of functions and gridpoint data are ”bi-periodicized“ to obtain
smooth, periodic fields in both horizontal directions (Radnoti et al, 1995[10]).
Despite these mathematical differences, the main technical frame for distributed
memory environments is the same in Aladin and in Arpège (Barros et al, 1994[2]):

– domain splitting and data transpositions (see figure 2 and Barros and Kau-
ranne, 1992[3], Barros et al, 1994[1]).

– control of the distribution in the ”setup“ part of the model.
– definition of the level of parallelism in the model algorithm.
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Fig. 3. Total computational time (divided by duration of
one timestep) for a range of number of nodes.
Results are obtained on the homogeneous workstation cluster
(with DEC-α processors) presented in §3. 4 operational
gridpoint domains have been displayed.

– choice for the MPI library and its overhead MPE (ECMWF, see Dent,
1997[5]).

Specificities in Aladin arise for example from the existence of the so-called
extension zone. This area is an extra gridpoint domain in which the physical
fields are biperiodicized before the transformation to bi-Fourier space (see figure
2). In forecast mode, the number of computations in this area is very small
(especially, the physics are not activated) and some load imbalance is possible
in the integration.

3 Workstation Cluster

This part presents the first results, obtained in a development framework, for
the porting and evaluation of Aladin on a cluster of workstations. The work
was mainly performed by our Slovenian colleague Jure Jerman. The distributed
memory version of the model has been installed on a set of workstations using
MPI and touching only 3 routines of the whole code. The forecast mode has so
far been validated.

The cluster consists of a set of ”off-the-shelf“ stations which are associated
to a homogeneous hardware configuration. Every processor runs its own oper-
ating system (21 nodes run LINUX, 1 node runs Digital Unix). The processors
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are Alpha SX with 533 MHz clock rate and 128 Mbytes of memory per node. In
this research environment, 4 Gbytes of disk were available per node. The total
theoretical power reaches 25 Gflops.

Figure 3 shows the total computing time per timestep for a range of number
of processors and for 4 different operational Aladin domains. The scalability of
the Aladin model is reasonably good as long as the size of the domain allows for
an efficient data distribution. As soon as the domain becomes too small, domain
splitting becomes useless. Eventually, when a very small number of latitudes
is treated by one processor in gridpoint, then the amount of communications
increases because each processor needs to exchange halo data with many other
processors (for the semi-lagrangian trajectories, the backward trajectory com-
putation can lead easily to origin points outside of the band of latitudes treated
by one processor, then the halo data should contain the surrounding data to
interpolate on the local node, see Barros et al, 1994[1], or Estrade et al, 1996[8]).

Figure 3 demonstrates the possibilities for an efficient implementation of
Aladin on a homogeneous workstation cluster. Technical problems are still un-
der investigation. Thus, some deadlocks have appeared for specific numbers of
processors. Also, problems of hang-offs inside mpe send were encountered: their
dependence to the parameters for the communications in message passing will
be checked.

Present plans contain a pre-operational implementation of Aladin on a 5-
node cluster and tests with new Linux and LAM MPI implementations. Also, in
future, the cluster installation might be a basis for more validation of distributed
memory features in Aladin.

4 State of the Art and Future Evolution

Aladin runs operationally on 4 processors on the Fujitsu VPP-700E of Météo-
France. Some figures concerning code performances will be presented. The op-
timization of Aladin on the VPP benefits at the same time from some work
already performed on Arpège and to specific studies for Aladin. For the near
future, the present strategy based on a one-dimensional data decomposition in
every computational space will be kept. Future issues might be either a second
level data distribution or macro-tasking features, but time is not ripe for an
in-depth discussion of these items. Also, several development configurations still
have to be ported to message passing mode (tangent linear and adjoint versions
of the model, for example).
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